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INSIDE
0 For an update on Alafaya Trail construction, see page 3.
D A housewife founds the latest fad,
Leathergrams. See page 7.
OUCF is ready to unveil its new theatre,
seepage8
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Geary accused of trying to pad cabinet salaries
by Roger Simmons
News editor

Sen. Robert Burkett, chairman of the
student senate's Organizations, Appropriations and Finance Committee, charged that student body
President Mark Geary planned to
filter $15,000 from a discount attraction ticket fund to increase his cabinet
. members' payroll.
Burkett says Geary acted
unethically in several instances since the issue first rose in April.
At the Activities and Service Fee
committee meeting in April, a motion

was made to increase the budget of
the discount attraction ticket
program by $15,000, according to
Burkett. An Activities and Service
Fees committee member said -that
when the tape recorder used to transcribe the meetings' minutes was turned off, it was revealed that the
$15,000 would go to Geary's cabinet
members.
Geary was out of town and could
not refute the charges.
However, Sentae Pro Tempore
Dave Kiser said that turning off the
tape recorder was not illegal because a
tape recorder is just an aid to taking
minutes in a meeting.

Kiser said Geary wanted to use the
$15,000 to establish a reserve in the
ticket fund in case he ram our of
money to pay his cabinet members.
He explained that $1,600 was actually
budgeted for each cabinet position,
but cabinet members could make up
to $3,000 a year by working careeroriented work study programs. ·
Kiser said Geary was afraid that
money from the work study program
would run out, so he wanted to put
reserve money in the ticket fund, and
later revert it to his cabinet members,
if needed.
The $3,000 limit was set by the
OAF committee and can be enforced
if someone chooses to audit, Kiser
said.

According to the member of the
ASF committee, who asked not to be
identified, the reason the money was
to be secretly switched to cabinet
payroll was so that "UCF President
Tr vor Colburn and the Future would
et r· d t
no m ou ·
In addition, the source states that
rm·nutes from the meeting ·are inac."
. t es repor t tha t the
cura t e. The mmu
motion to allocate the $15,000 to the
ticket program passed unanimously .
Two members of the committee
voted against the proposal, according
to the source.
Kiser said that if minutes to a
meeting were wrong, there was an opportunity in the following meeting to
correct the minutes.
II

Also the source said that past
cabinet members received additions
to their salaries when the student
body president would secretly in· ·
crease the budget of an organization,
and then discretely transfer the
h
b. t'
ll b
money. to t e ca me s payro
Y
executive order.
..
k
th t G
t d to
Bur ett says a
eary -· ne
get the $15,000 increase in the ticket
budget passed in the OAF committee.
To help in its passage, Geary appointed Sen. Richard Possien to the committee, Burkett said.
Possien has been confirmed by the
senate to become a member of
Geary's cabinet as public relation
Geary, page 3

Senate committee axes.WUCF's
budget over format ~hange
by Julie Norris
Managing editor

The student senate's Organization,
Appropriation and Finance Committee Wednesday decided to remove all
of WUCF-FM's Activities and Service
Fees funding, because, as one senator
put it. "The station is no longer
beneficial to the students."
Senate Pro Tempore Dave Kiser,
who proposed the $9, 700 cut, said that
the station was no longer a student
station because the programming was
not geared toward the students.
On March 16, the radio station
changed its format from soft rock to a
predominantly big band sound. The
reason for the change, according to
Members of UCF's student senate diS"cuss legislation during a meeting May
18. Thursday, the senate coneidered the budgets of all campus organizations
requesting Activities and Service Fee money.

1-982 graduate signs
as Bronco f~ee agent
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

Former ·uCF football standout
Mike Carter is working hard. For the
next six weeks he will be up early in
the morning ready to start a day of
intense weight lifting and football
conditioning. For Carter, his
boyhood dream of playing pro ,foot·
ball turned to reality earlier this
month when he signed a three-year
.free agent contract with the Denver
Broncos.
· carter graduated from UCF in
December of 1982, after three years
at tight end for the Knights. Riding
the crest of his 3.8 grade point
average in criminal justice he entered
the Police Academy for 12 weeks of
training. Last week, Carter was
deputized, but that thrill took a .back
seat to his dream of playing pro football.
According to the 6-foot-4-inch, 235
pound Carter, he was scouted by
Denver during the final two ·home
ames of the 1982 season. He said
the Broncos kept in touch with him,
and about a week before this month's
National Football League player
draft, he was contacted by the club
and offered a free-agent contract.
Carter signed a three-year basic

agreement with Denver that provid·
ed a $4,000 up-front bonus for signing. If he makes the team he will
receive $45,000 for his first year.
After signing the contract with
Denver, Carter went to the team's
mini-camp on May 12, 13 and 14 in
Denver.
Car'ter said the camp consirted
mostly of free agents, however,
Denver's 12 'draft choices, including
number one draft choice John Elway,
were also there. · ·
Right from the beginning Carter
·said he was awed by the experience
of being in an NFL camp .
"Everybody ~ad a Denver helmet on
and Denver sweats and I was just
warming up and looking around .like
a little kid, saying to myself "am I
really here in a pro football camp,"
he said. "I was in awe, and I had to
keep pinching myself to make sure I
was there and not sleeping in my
apartment dreaming about i~."
Carter was one of only four tight.
ends in the camp. The other three
were from the University of
Southern California, Baylor University and Colorado University. "I was
the small college out there as far as
tight ends go. Hardly anybody out
Carter, page 9

Q&A
by Julie Norris
Managing Editor

Student body vice president Stan
Halbe_rt was recently interviewed on
the student senate's legislative plans
for the summer, his role in the senate
and adjustments to his new job.
Future; What specific projects or
bills can the students expect from the
se~te this summe~?
Halbert: This s~mmer we will be
reorgamzmg the senate. The
Legislative Reorganization Act will
be going through real soon. This
::istablishes a functioning Public
Relations committee, . which is
something new .
We also chang~d the Clubs and
Organizations Committee to the
Travel, Clubs &Organizations Committee. This way the TC&O Committee gives money (to clubs) to travel, so
bills don't have to come before the
senate (asking for travel money).
Future: Are you pushing and
specific projects in the senate? ·
Halbert: Theres a bill that the
senate just passed that calls for_ a
permanent memorial for the lare
sociology professor John T.
Washington. The memorial would be
to name the Humanities and Fine Arts building after him.
Future: When will the SG scholarship be given away?
Halbert: I think it was given away
last semester; it was allocated by the
senate and is supposed to be administered by financial aid. At the
latest, it will be given away at the
start of this semester.

station manager Keit.h Fowles, was to
attract underwriting from the private
business. sector. Presently, three percent of the money needed to run the
station comes from the private sector.
The OAF committee was to submit
its recommendation to the senate
Thursday, Kiser said. A majority, or
gO percent plus one vote, was needed
to reverse the OAF's decision. The
results of the vote were not available
at press time.
Fowles maintains that WUCF is
still a student station because students do the work-they are on the air
and work behind the scenes.
Fowles called the move to cut
senate funding "a low blow" and said
he was disgu~ted and disappointed at

the decision. He said he did not know
the radio station's budget was under
review until after the OAF meeting.
The OAF committee, one of the
most powerful in the senate, ignored a
previous Activities and Service Fees
committee reccomendation to allocate
$9, 700 to the station. According to
Robert Burkett, chairman of OAF,
clubs' and organizations' budgets first go to the ASF committee for approval, then to the OAF committee
for a final review. The OAF chairman
then presents the bill to the senate
fora vote.
.
Fowles said that if the senate does
not fund the station, he would have to
WUCF,page9

Halb·ert sets policy;
adjusts to new jqb
Future: Last semester formet vice
president Matt Weber closed off the
beginning of some of the senate
meetings to the press and students to
reprimand the senators. Will you do
this?
Halbert: No. I can definitely see the
need for it, because you din't want to
pubic1y embarass the senators in
front of students. But since Florida is
under the Sunshine Law {Florida
Government in the Sunshine Act), I
really don't have a choice in the matter. The best way to circumvent this
is to talk to the senators individually.
F1_,1.ture: During your campaign, you
said you wanted to improve UCF lobbying efforts by working with the ·
USSA. What is the USSA, and will
you explain this?
Halbert: The USSA is the United
States Association (a lobbying group).
We are leaning toward them because
they have full-time lobbyests in the
capital; they're more experienced and
have more contacts. They're a ral ef- paign?
fective organization.
Halbert: No, I would like to do it,
Future: Another goal during y ur but the problem is that Mark has to
campaign . was to ensure a smooth call the meetings because it's his
running senate. Do you think you cabinet, and he hasen't done so.
have done this far?
Future: Who do yout hink will be
Halbert: So far I've done pretty the senate Pro Tempore this sumgood, except for some small mer?
procedural lapses, because of diffrenHalbert: Dave Kiser (presently the
ces between the Black Student senate Pro Tempore) has and
Union"s procedure (of which Halbert inlination to hang onto the position
was vice president in '82-'83) and t he even though he is slated to bo state's
senate's.
advpcate (a presidential cabinet
Future: Have you and student body position responsible for lobbying in
president Mark Geary started holding. Tallahassee).
weekly cabinet meetings, as you said
you wanted to do during your camHalbert, page 9

so
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News beat
African photo safari planned
The deadline for applying for UCF's August photo safari to Kenya is June'
15. The safari will depart from Orlando July 31.
The two-week tour will visit the famed Masai Mara, Amboseli and the S~m
- buru game preserves.
The group will stay overnight at Treetops, a lodge built in a tree, so guests
can view animals at night at a waterhole below the tree.
Cost for the trip .. whlch includes air fare from New York: hotels, guides and
most meals, is $2495. For more information, contact Dr. M. Timothy O'Keefe
at x-2681.

UCF Band positions available
Students interested in trying out for the UCF Marching Band, Rifle or
Df!Dce corps should report to the Music Rehearsal Hall on June 1 at 4 p.m.
Squad captains will teach a basic tryout routine and auditions will be held
until 6 p.m. For more information, contact UCF Band Director Jerry Gardner
at x-2867.

WUCF-FM special slated
The second part of a six hour, two-part special, "Do You Remember
These?", will be broadcast Friday, from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. This nostalgic show
spans history from 1940 to 1977. Host Don Chambers will feature top news
and sports stories, Broadway shows and personalities from Hollywood, radio,
television and song. The show encompasses World War II, the post-war era,
the restless sixties, the space age and the Vietnam era.

Summer real estate courses listed

It may be summer term at UCF, but it's still spring everywhere else. This mother dove and her recently hatched chicks
nest in an unconventional spot.

Cam us close-u

Four real estate courses, plus one by correspondence, are being offered in
June through the UCF Real Estate Institute.
Included is a one-week salesperson's course with classes from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. daily from June 20 to June 25, and 9 a.m. to noon on June 26. Sessions
will be held at the South Orlando campus. Tuition is $95 and includes texts.
A review for those planning to take the state Real Estate examination is
slated for June 3-5, with sessions from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday and 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday and Sunday on the main campus. Tuition is $40 with books.
There will be a Real Estate II (brokers) course June 7-21 at the South Orlando campus. Classes will convene from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and s·unday. Tuition is $150 with all
Harv&l'd University-Hollywood
necessary materials.
will take a look at the student press
Practical Real Estate Practices is a two week course starting June 30 at in a television movie to be filmed at
Winter Park High School. The Tuesday and Thursday classes will meet from Harvard in June. The movie's pro6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Tuition is $30 with course materials.
· tagonist is a young Nebraska woman
For information on any courses offered by the UCF ·Real Estate Institute, who grows up quickly after coming
to Harvard and working on the stucall x-2126.
dent newspaper staff. Scenes froin
the movie will be shot in the offices of
·the Harvard student newspaper, the
UCF and Brevard Community College will co-sponsor a computer camp for Crimson, which also appeared in the
elementary and secondary school students this summer on the BCC campus. feature film, "A Small Circle of
The camp is designed to introduce young people to basic programming using Friends."
· TRS-80 computers.
• • •
The cost is $75 and there is limited enrollment. The first session, for
Fairmont State College-The stustudents grades 2-6, is July 18 through July 21. The second session, for those dent government at Fairmont State
in grades 7-12, is July .-25 through July 28. Both sessions are from 9 a.m. to 3 in West Virginia turned over $50,000
p.m. daily at the UCF-BCC Lifelong Learning Center, 1519 Clearlake Road, of its student fee budget to help the
Cocoa.
administration deal with a state
Daily activities will include individual instruction on the TRS-80's and . budget cut. That amount was part of
equipment demonstration.
the $735,000 FSC had to return to
For more information call 632-4127.
state coffers, President Wendell Harway said. Without student contributions, employees would have faced an
extr~ two days enforced furlough.

students face possible probation for featured college males in a photo
second noise offenses or for smoking layout last fall.
or eating in the library.

•••

University of Maryland-Leaders
of the student government at the
University of Maryland are under
fire for spending $375 in student fees
on weekend hotel facilities which
were used for budgeting sessions.
The student newspaper, the
Diamondback, balked at the trip on
three counts: its expense, its secrecy,
and hotel management complaints at
Florida State University-Univerthe poor condition in which meeting sity administration officials have acrooms were left.
·
cepted a grievance specialist's deci• • •
sion which absolved FSU history
University of Pennsylvania-A professor Edward Wynot of
Philadelphia court has refused to in- academic wrong-doing, bringing to
terfere with the University of Penn- an end the month-old Wynot insylvania's - right to withdraw the vestigation.
History department . officials acrecognition of a campus fraternity.
Alpha Tau Omega sued the universi- cused Wynot late last year of inty for its members' alleged involve- flating the grades of 42 FSU football
ment ·i n a gang rape. ATO attorneys and basketball players enrolled in his
argued that the university de~ied the . classes. (From the Florida Flambeau)
fraternity due process.

Summer computer camp offered

·Humane Society to present movie

,

..

There wili be a special morning showing of the musical "Dr. Doolittle," at
Indiana University-To reduce
the Seminole Cinema on Saturday, May 28, 10 a.m. until noon. Admission is library noise, Indiana University
$2.
.
.
posted signs designating quiet study
Proceeds will assist the Humane Society of SelJlinole County in qualifying areas and instituted a police cadet
for matching funds awar9-ed by the Edyth Bush Charitable Foundation.
patrol. The cadets confront students
who are making too much noise,
iss~e warnings and hand out sheets
explaining the rules. About 15

People in the news

A <·onkmpornr~ · look at C'olll'gl• lifr• in Ameri<"a

••••

•••

University of Maryland-Playboy
magazine's planned feature on
"Women of the Atlantic Coast Conference, ' has drawn the disapproval
from both University of Maryland
President John Toll and the Student
Government Association. But a local
publisher hopes to capitalize on
Playaboy 's presence. Dennis Sobin,
publisher of Met Forum, an adult
magazine, says he'll publish nude
pictures of Maryland male students.
The idea may be profitable, but it's
not original: Playgirl magazine

University of South Florida-The
man who headed the Sun Dome since
its opening and· was criticized for
scheduling of events and the Dome's
engineering defects announced his ·
resignation May 20. Michael R.
Barber, the · 37-year-old Sun Dome
director, said that he had completed
his job in supervising the opening of
the arena, which he says should be
fully operational by fall. Barber's
resignation becomes effective Aug.
31, but he will take accrued leave
beginning June 1. (From USP Oracle)

~-

Twenty UCF faculty members
haue been promoted according to Dr.
Leslie Ellis, provost and vice president of Acadeffiic Affairs. The promotions become effective Aug. 5.

Kinsley is also only the second person to ever complete the computer
science PH.D. program at UCF. 'She
was awarded her degree at spring
commencement.

Promotion to professor: Larry AnFifteen year employee, J. C.
drews, m~thematics and statistics; Kins~y. won two season tickets to
Edward Moses, finance; John· . the UCF Knight's 1983 home footOsborne, biol~gical sciences; Benall games. Kinsey won the tickets at
jamin Patz, electrical engineering; the 15th Annual Career Service BanRon Rubin, marketing; Mark Stern, quet.
political science; Jack Stout,
biological sciences; Michael
Promotion to associate professor:
Sweeney, biological sciences and
Steven Bean, mathematics and
Walter Taylor, also of biological
statistics; Patricia Bishop,
sciences.
mechanical engineering; J oho
Cheney, finance; Duane Davis,
Philip Maynard, radiological marketing; Mary Edwards,
science, was named assistant pro- radiological science; Richard Fritz,
fessor.
economics; John Gupton, chemistry;
Sharon Hiett, education foundaKathryn Kinsley became the only
tions; Judith Olsen, education serwoman to receive a doctoral degree vice and Andrew Schou, managein computer science from UCF.
ment.

According to a recent survey of college bookstores; college students are reading about Australia, Garfield, and World War II.
Here are the top ten best sellers:
1. The Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCullough
2. War and Remembrance, by Herman Wouk
3. The Parsifal Mosaic, by Robert Ludlum
4. Winds of War, by Hermqn Wouk
,
5. Garfield Eats His Heart Out, by Jim Davis
6. Megatrends, by John Naisbitt
7. Sophie's Choice, by William Styron
8. The One Tree, by Stephen R. Donaldson
9. The Little Drummer Gir~ by John le Carre
10. White Gold Wielder, by Stephen R. Donaldson

Source: Chronicle of Higher Education

J
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Kiser pushes for

ELECTRONIC/COMPUTER ENGINEERS

Trail construction
by Monica Hood

new gasoline tax. This approval
usually takes about another full year,
'according to Kiser.

Contributing Writer

A petition introduced. by Senate
Pro Tompore Dave Kiser in 1982 to
move up the Alafaya Trail road construction to the earliest possible date
got its first reading in the senate May
19 and has many roadblocks to ov~r
come.
So far, Kiser has collected. over
3,400 signatures on the petition.
'"'I'he· tlrs~ step to move up the construction date, now scheduled for
1986-87, is to have the Department of
Transportation produce an environmental document, establishing
the necessity of the repairs, Kiser
said. With the current set of dates,
this task will not be completed until
July of 1984, he said.
Next! a right-of-way acquisition
must be gained to begin construction,
which will be funded by the state's

To strengthen the petition, Kiser
plans to ask officials as Westinghouse
and Martin Marietta, as ·well as UCF
President Trevor Colburn, to submit
letters to Orlando Mayor Bill
Frederick, the chairman of the
Metropolitan Planning Organization.
The MPO sets the bebinning construction dates on roads. Kiser is optimistic that the combination of the
impact letters and the petition will
convince the MPO · to begin the
paperwork on the Alafaya project as
soon as po.ssible.

J_
":;:'

f

)J

10000001

Kiser said he urges students,
faculty and other employees of UCF
to sU.P.Port the petition. Its available
for signatures at the main desk of the
Student Center 9 a.m. to 5p.m.

Geary ---- - - - - - director. In addition, senate Pro
Tempore Dave Kiser is also a m:ember
of the OAF committee and will be appointed. to Geary's cabinet soon, according to Burkett.
Kiser sai it was his idea to put
Possien in the OAF committee. Kiser
·said he suggested to student body
vice president Stah Halbert that since
Sen. Kevin Dickey, la liberal, as Kiser
described. him), was going to be appointed to teh OAF Committee, then
a canservative should balance Dickey
out. Kiser suggested Possien and
Halbert agree and appointed him.
Burkett says that Geary tried to
get the $15,000 increase in the ticket.
budget passed in the OAF committee.
To help in its passage, Burkett
arranged to have Richard Possien appointed to the committee.

WATTS!

YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
YOUR DEGREE, BUT NOW YOU'RE PUZZLED
ABOUT WHERE YOU CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SKILLS

frompagel

At the OAF meeting in whieh the
$15,000 increase was to be discussed,
the committee voted to oust Possien
from his committee membership.
Possien and Kiser were the only
members of the committee who voted
to allow Possien to retain his seat. '
Also at the meeting, Geary told.the
committee that the $15,000 would be
used for a book exchange. Burkett
challenged this statement saying that
money for a book exchange has
already been budgeted and approved.
The ASF budget, which covers
budgets for all campus organizations
that requested activity and service fee
money, was presented to the senate
Thursday. No results were available
at press time.

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CENTER
oHW.s

a clvil service ·career as an engineer with a c;:hance to
work with state-of-the-art technology to support the most
· advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner Robins ALC wlll hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgia)
or write to: DPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F.B.,Georgla 31098

ROBINS A.F.B., GEORGIA 31098
U.S CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED - AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

en

luxury Townhome Cond.ominiums
Make the Grade •.. A +
by saving your parents' Tax Dollars
..----~~ ·
and
_
owning a home away from home!!.

Only $1900 down
$475 Pll/month
$275 Pll/month after taxes

swimming pool & clubhouse
refrigerator with icemaker
microwave oven ceiling fans
washer & dryer mirrored doors
&moreH

UCF

-ALAFAYAT7

~~·

5 Minutes from U.C.F.
2 bedroom 11/2 bath
from $47,900
2BEDROOM1 1/2 BATH FROM
(305) 834-1273

- - - - - DEAN ROAD --~·-------:-----

'

~

HIDDEN OAKS
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E~uc1tlon1I

f€f~

Center

College Night I Mondays
Imports $1.00 • Draft Specials
SCHOOL 1.D. REQUIRED

Beer ·Wine· Sandwiches

There IS a difference I!!

834-6300

Course

LSAT
MCAT
GRE
DAT

HOURS:
Mon. - Thur. 11-2
Fri. & Sat. .11-2
101 CANDACE DR. FERN PARK

Class Starting

June 21 -. ·
June25 ·
July 11
Augus~ 14

1 FREE DR.'\FT WITH THIS AD

A Unique Opportunity For A
Spanish Cultural ·Exchange

2238 Winter Woqds Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel any class t~r
which there Is lnsuNlclent enrollment
tor details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

·eo11

678-8400
. CenterslnMorelhi:m80MajorUSCltles
Puerto Rico Toronto Conada & Lu ano Switzerland

Weekly Dart Tournaments
Happy Hour 4:30 - 6:30
Surprise· Keg Night
· April 22 - 23 WINDFALL
April 29- 30 CRYTZER & DUNCAN
May 6- 7 NO FOOLING

• Scheduled Spanish courses at Colombian Universities
8 days of enrichment in a Colombian Culture
• Economical round trip air fare from Miami

o

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4·~ande~&s~ecied~mi~lodgingpro~ded
• 2 meals daily-breakfast & choice of lunch or dinner
• All.inclusive itinerary foi: as low as $525 per person
"Travel &
422-3434
·
Study"
2307
S.
Orange
Ave.
DINNER PLAYHOUSE

lttER-fR.E ON flf1RK

"Buenviaje

mi amigo';

Orlando, Fl ..32806

The
.B oy

EARN OVER $1,000
A MONTH~
AND OPEN THE DOOR
TO ATOP
ENGINEERNG.FUTURE.

A MUSICAL COMEDY Of THE ROARING 20'S

J~NE COLLEGE

610

WEEK

All college students presenting
valid college ID's at the box
office get a $2.00 discount on
their admission. · Also, all
college students get FREE
SECOND INTERMISSICN BEVEAAGFS .

for each beverage ordered for
first intennission.
THEATRE ON PARK with excellent
dinners .served at your table,
and a 5-STAR SHOW, THE BOY FRIEND!

RESERVATIONS

645 - 5757

401

PA~KAVE.N.
Wmter Park

How many corporations would be willing to pay you
over $1,00Q.a month during your junior.and senior
years just so you'd join the company after
graduation? Under a special Navy program we're
doing just that. It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program. And under it, you'll
not only get great pay during your junior and senior
years, but after graduation you'll receive a year of
valuable graduate-level training that is not available
from any other employer.
· If you are a junior .o r senior majoring in math,
engineering or physical sciences, find out more today.
And let your career pay off while still in college.
For more information, call the Naval Management
Programs Office at: 1-800-342-7108.
Navy representatives will be on campus May 25-27 in the
Career Planning and Placement Office. Drop by and make an
appointment to find.out more about this challe~ging program.

..
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A free exchange
of ideas on the
issues of the day
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The Honeymoon is over
What may have been the shortest political honeymoon
in UCF history appears to be over as the administration
of student body President Mark Geary ran face first into
an uncooperative senate committee this week.
At issue is the salaries Mr. Geary wants to pay his
cabinet officers. The topic is so hot that Sen. Robert
Burkett decided to cut short his vacation and return to
UCF to debate the question.
According to Sen. Burkett, chairman of the powerful
Organizations, Appropriations and Finance Committee,
Mr. Geary attempted to stack the committee by arranging to have Sen. Richard Possien appointed to OAF.
Sen. Possien has been approved as Mr. Geary's Public
Relations director and those who want him on the committee say that since he hasn't been sworn in yet, he can
objectively debate a salary increase that directly affects
him. Possien has since been removed from the committee.
In addition to this glaring example of conflict of in- ·
terest, Senate Pro Tempore Dave Kiser, who has all but
begun his new position as Mr. Geary's state advocate, is
also debating the issue in OAF. Granted, Sen. Kiser
hasn't been officially approved yet, but that is a mere
technicality and technicalities should not be determining
issues in UCF 's Student Government,. actualities·should.
Finally, some serious accusations concerning the violation of the public's right to know have been leveled at the
Activities and Service Fees Committee and Mr. Geary. A
member of the ASF conimittee has charged that a key
debate concerning the cabinet salaries issue was.omitted
from the committee's minutes when the tape recorder
recording the debate was turned. off.
If this charge is true, this represents more that an impropriety, it suggests an illegality. This occiirance would
be a direct violation of Florida's Government in. the Sunshine Act. ·
In addition, Sen. Burkett has charged Mr.· Geary and
his supporters with trying to cover up the proposed
salary increases by adding $15,000 to the SG Ticket subsidy program, which allows UCF students to purchase
movie tickets at a lower cost. Burkett charges that, after
the beginning of the fiscal year, the funds could be
transferred by Mr. Geary into the cabinet's salary by executive order-without attracting much attention.
The truth of the charges has yet to be determined. In
politics, the reality is that the truth may never be determined. One thing is for certain: appearances can be as
damaging as facts.
To put it succinctly, something appers to stink in Mr.
.Geary's administration and we suggest he does . more
than deodorize it. We encourage him to bring it clearly
out into the sunshine and address the issue openly.

Letter Policy
Letters to the editor must be
•delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Letters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and should not
be more than 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed with the
author's phone number to be considered for publication. Under certain circumstances, writers' names
will be witheld upon request. All letters are subject to editing.
Some letters may be designated
as guest editorials at the editor's
discretion, with the permission of
the writer. All submitted material
becomes the copyrighted property
of the Future newspaper.
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From our'readers
Engineering and Computer Science-UCF symbols?
Editor:
Today I received the 1983 UCF
catalog. I'd like to congratulate the
person responsible for the catalog's
cover: a picture of the Engineering
Building. Whoever decided that the
Engineering Building typifies UCF
certainly understands the politics of
this institution.

I'll bet though, that the Computer
Science arid Athletics departments
fee~ snubbed; after all they have done
for the university, don't they deserve
a little attention too?
May I suggest a picture for next
year's catalog? All the UCF athletes
(football players arranged pro·
minently in the foreground, please)

lined up between pictures of the
Computer Science and Engineering
Buildings.
The picture would surely represent
all that is important at UCF.

Chris Higgins Young
Arts and Sciences

Editor's view
WUCF's ASF funding cut a call for student involvment
Senate Pro Tempore Dave Kiser's
Wars movie, everything isn't either
move Wednesday to remove ASF
black or white. If WUCF loses
funding from WUCF-FM was a good enough of its funding, it may not be
one-in principle.
able to offer the excellent UCF
No one could argue that the cur· sports coverage it provides. Also,
rent format the station operates Central Florida might lose some of
under is not conducive to the enter- its classical programming.
Central Florida has often been
tainment needs of the students of
this university. Consequently, it described as a cultural Sahara: UCF
logically follows that. only a small is certainly a reflection of the Central
fraction of UCF's student body sup· Florida communities it serves. If
ports the station by tuning it in on a. ASF fees are absolutely necessary
daily basis.
for WUCF to continue to broadcast
If this is t he case-if the st ation
these fine programs, then that
truly isn't meeting students ' needs
money should be made available.
and providing st udent accessability
However, let 's not forget that stuto programming decisions, then .dent involvement at the radio station
there is no logical reason that is really quite minimum. Yes, the
students should have to pay a penny staff is entirely made up of students,
for the station's operation.
but the man calling the shots, Keith
Unfortunately, life isn't a Star Fowles, is paid by the administration

to manage the statio~.
Kiser's motion in committee this
week certainly sends a clear message
to the administration and· to Fowles.
Whether his motion succeeds or not,
Kiser and the senate want everyone
to know that the students of this
university want to get what they pay
for.
One final thought: If ASF money is
removed, it is logical to assume that
student representation on · the
WUCF Board of Directors might be
abolished. The burning question is,
with the administration paying 92
percent of WUCF's operating expenses, how much representation do
the students really have?
That representation certainly
didn't prevent an unpopular format
change.

Campus Viewpoint
A look at the opinions of other college editors

Looking at small- advantages prevents great affairs
from being accomplished.

Confucius

The FUTURE
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Robert B. Molpus
Production Manager

PaineiaGimson

(From an open letter to Thomas J ef·
ferson)
" ... Can you believe that the biggest
controversy we've had all year was
whether to shrink the diplomas? Go
ahead, tell them. Say that it should
be the size of the education that's important, not the size of the parchment that symbolizes it. Tell them
that in your day the- diplomas
weren't a ridiculously pretentious 18
by 22 inches. Say it didn't even matter; the majority of students back
then never even received a diploma.
They were more interested in learn·
ing than framing, in experiencing
than displaying. Their education was
within them, not on a wall behind
them .. .. "

" ... Most college graduates aren't
educated-we're half-educated. We
think we know more than we know.
Ignorance is dangerous, but ignorance masquerading as knowledge
can be even more dangerous.

"As young adults still investing
our psychic energies in maturation,
we fail to apprecjate Isaac Newton's
confession, after inventing calculus
and conceiving a new physics, that
he felt like a child playing With a few
grains of sand on a limitless beach of
human knowledge.
"We fail to heed Socrates' insight
that the more we learn, the more we
learn there is left to learn. · Our
limited knowledge makes. us complacent.'
-Michael Bass, editor of the Univer"We must think for ourselves, not
sity of Virginia 's Cavalier Daily.
only to sustain professional jour·

Spanky

nalism's high standards, but to live
for ourselves . ... the. pursuit of objective truth as a means to self·
knowledge, self-development and
self-fulfillment remains a realistic,
possible dream. If this be Me Decade
selfishness, let's make the most of
it!"
-Column by Michael Grossberg,
wire editor of the University of
Texas Dai.ly Texan.
"At the time when I thought I
would walk across campus and yearn
to free of it, I find myself looking at
old oak trees and Huey Long
buildings and knowing I will miss
them. I wonder, how many classes
have seen these walls and will they
remember the Class of 1983?"
-Chere Dastugue, former editor of
the Louisiana State University Daily
Reveille.

by Carl McKnight
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Hot Sandwiches

Monday ·

Special Discounts
Day&Nite

25¢ Draft
~l.75 Pitcher 8-11 ·

Friday

Tuesday

81.00 off any
Pitcher 8-11

All Imports 81 .00

Saturday

Wednesday
Michelob&
Michelob lite
85¢ Bottles

Thursday
Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 8-10
D-J & Dancing

HappyHour8-11

* Speeial: Happy Hour
82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports 81. 00 ·
M-F 12 til 7
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297

20¢, an envelope
and a few minutes
of your time

All Day & Nite
20¢ off all cans
and bottles
50¢ off all pitchers

Tell them you want
education to be
Florida's first priority

Governor Graham is taking a b.old step to make
education in Florida considerably better, but he
needs your support. You, a student at UCF can show
your support in this endeavor by clipping the coupon
and mailing it today. The·legislature is in session and
will be voting on the educational budget. Show them
your desire to move Florida ahead thr.ough better ·
- ~oucation.

Sunda_y

FILL OUT COUPON
THEN CLIP AND MAIL

r--------------~--------------•--------r
Please enclose in an envelope and send to:
Representative Rich Crotty
218 House Office Building
T~ahassee, Fl 32301 .

Please pass this on to my representative and
sentor. Tell them I support Governor
Graham's Education Budget. Let's make
Florida's Education Priority No. 1.

NAME-------------------

ADDRESS------------------.

CITY

--------------------

STATE - - - - - - - - - -

ZIP

-------------------------------------

A gift that
won't be
forgOtten
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~ANTASY

by Donna Howell '
Future staff

I

(~ The magazine·for
games people play
-

The world's kinkiest swinging
telegram has arrived in Orlando. It's,
by Roger Simmons
high class sass called a Leathergram Future staff
and it's fit for any occasion, well
almost.
At the most unsuspecting moPlayboy Enterprises has a
ment, one of Fantasy Dancers' lovely
magazine that will keep most readers
leather ladies arrives clad in her
occupied for hours and hours. It
black spandex bodystocking, leather
doesn't have ai{y nude centerfold picto Gov. Bob Graham and country' appeal is psychological. Many men tures, but it is filled with games,
cape, studded collar and spike-heeled
western band Alabama. In July,
black suede boots, wielding a 10-foot
have fantasized about dominant puzzles and riddles.
NBC's "Real People" will tape a seg- women, but have never dared to act
whip.
Games magazine first premiered in
During her 15-minute act, com- • ment on her and the Leathergram, out their fantasies. She added that
1977, and has since grown in
which will air sometime in October.
plete with a ' strobelight, she (or
word of mouth has been her most ef- popularity, as well as circulation.
he-male leathergrams are availa.ble
This month she visited Orlando to fective advertising. "People never
Originally produced every two montoo) greets the surprised recipient
establish her first franchise and to forget a Leathergram, whether it's
ths, Games now appears monthly
train dancers for it.
with an interpretive dance to Rick
with original puzzles a~d brain
given to them or if they're part of the
James' song, "She's a Very Kinky
teasers.
crowd w.a tching. "
Girl. " The act heats up with Deva 's
Sepmeier said that Leathergrams
Each issue includes standard
"Whip It," then concludes with Ray
are popular mostly with the middle
"It's good, clean fun with a twist, "
crossword puzzles and word sear·
Parker Jr.'s "Bad Boy." During the
to upper class, slightly sophisticated she said. There's no nudity or
ches. Also included are trivia, logic
music the victim has been roped and
group that understands the anything illegal involved, but it
and fill-in-the-blank questions, plus
handcuffed while kneeling on a
much more.
psychology .involved. The only peo- leaves recipients breathless.".
·
sheepskin rug. This mock humiliaple who have really been turned off
One of the unique features of ·the
tion ends as the leather lady lights a
by the Leathergrams are those who
All the rage in Tallahassee, the magazine is that each· game is placed
cigar for the victim, uncuffs him,
are seriously kinky. Because for Leathergram has attracted much ·into one of four categories indicating
pats him on the head and exits as
them, she a~ded, it really is a media attention . ."Wow, 'R~al Peo- its level of difficulty. The more times
mockery.
mysteriously as she entered.
ple,' do you believe it, Bill? " she ask- y_o u complete various games, the
The Leathergram recipient is left
easier it becomes to advance to the
ed her husband and manager, who
stunned, but inevit ably grinning
Orders for Leat hergrams go to
oft en accompanies her as an escort next di{ficulty level.
while everyone else wildly applauds. lawyers, doctors, executives and colAnot her plus . for the magazine is
and prop man. Af ter the .
t he contest s it offers readers. The
Leat hergram becomes a na t ional inlege professors, she said. She has
The Leathergram and parent com- ·given Leathergrams to professors
magazine prints a puzzle of some
stitution, Sepmeier plans to writ e a
pany Fantasy Dancers is the brain- while class was in session. The · book about the entrepreneur_ial ven- sort and t hen invites readers to complete and send it in for prizes
child of Tallahassee housewife Faye students love a chance to see the
t~e.
Sepmeier. She began the business in tables turned on a strict
The magazine also accepts reader
I
Orlandoans
can
order
December 1982, and has performed discipl,inarian, she said.
contributions of· quest~ ons and
puzzles.
over 200 Leathergrams, including one
Sepmeier said the Leathergram's Leathergrams by calling 831-7531.

e

On

Record

"Let's-Dance"
David Bowie
by Lee Lerner
· Entertainment Editor

For too long David Bowie has been
a.n illusive artist-a cult favorite of
s.orts. But with his latest album,
T.,et's Dance, Bowie reveals his
musical genius to th~ average
listener as he strives for the pop/rock
sound and comes away with a banner
effort.
Bowie masters a popular sound
throµghout this EMI Records
release as if he owned it his whole
career. Seven of the eight tracks on
this album could see airtime on any
top 40 station.
Side one's opener, " Modern Love,"
pulls the listener into the al'Qum with
a hook that just keeps grabbing. The
next two cuts, "China Girl" (which
he co-wrote with Iggy Pop) and
"Let's Dance" are both very
danceable with infectious beats that
won't let you sit still. Both of those
songs are r~eiving airtime here in
Central Florida, but " Let's Dance"
has reached the saturation point
because of terminal overplay. The
final cut on side one, "Without You,"
shows the tremendous versatility of
Bowie as he croons the lines in an
almost feminine fashion.
Side two starts off with a harder
edge on "Ricochet." This is the only
song on t he album which is not easy
to listen to. The heaviness of the
lyrics on the song are out of place
and only serve to bog down this

dance album.
is "Make The Weather." It has a de"Criminal World," a tune Bowie cent, catchy beat and for some
didn't write, is solid rock featuring reason, Donahue's vocals seem to
some fine guitar and drum work work on this song.
Side two opens with "Thinking
which hold the song together.
"Cat People (Putting Out Fire) " is About Sex Again. " If Butler didn't
already popular in Rock stations worry so much about being a female
throughout the country. Giorgio impersonator and put more effort inMoroder wrote the music for this to the flow of the music, this song
song, while Bowie penned the lyrics. would be bearable. As it stands, the
This collaboration makes for the same desired effect can be gained by
beating your head against a wall.
strongest song on the album.
The title cut, "Bruiseology," is the
In short, Let 's Dance is an album
that will certainly showcase Bowie's bright spot on side two. It features a
versatility on his current world tour. solid guitar performance from
It is one of those albums that must Butler, as well as a good vocal hook.
have l~gs because it inevitably finds An instrumental called "Pleasure" is
a way to your turntable.
good simply because Donahue's
voice doesn't pollute its earthy, soul
style. This song was written by the
Waitresses, rather than Butler, and
features excellent bass and saxaphone work.
The final cut on the album,
"They're All Out of Liquor, Let's
Find Another Party," demonstrates
the band's talent for choosing innovatiave and often hilarious titles,
but the song-·itself·matches the rest
of the album in its stagnancy.

Even businesses benefit from
advertising in Games. The April
issue featured one game in which a
fake ad had been placed within the
magazine. In· order to find the bogus
advertisement and coinplete the
game, readers had 1to look closely at
most of the ads in the magazine.
But if you are worried that you
may not get the correct answers to
some of the contests, relax. An
answer section is provided in the
back of each magazine to help the
confused reader/player or for those
who just prefer to cheat.

·IU.l[[llli'I

While touching on some familiar
The only disappointment of this
themes-Mr. Happy, drugs and a album was the blues classic "Who Do
couple of impersonations of Richard You Love.'' Although not terribly bad
Simmons
and
Jack it wasn 't satisfying.
Nicholson-Williams adds so much
All in all, Carlos Santana's Havana
he's almost impossible to keep up Moon is a successful reinactment of
with. His imagination for the bizarre good old fashion R&B. It get s to the
is unequaled.. The ultimate heart of the matter which is, of course,
smorgasbord of comedy.
good music.
Unlike the humor of George Carlin
and Richard Pryor, Robin Williams'
type is not as formulated. That's
part of the problem. He's just too
creative and energetic only to be
heard. What Jonathan Winters
created with improvisations, Robin
Williams has extended to the
forefront of comedy today.

"Heaven 17"
Heaven17
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

"Bruiseology"

"Havana Moon''

Waitresses

Carlos Santana

From the opening chords of "A
Girl's Gotta Do" on the Waitresses'
new Polygram Records release,
Bruiseo/.ogy, one understands why
they will never progress into a
popular band. They simply enjoy living in their redundant past.
"A Girl's Gotta Do" begins with
guitarist and song writer Chris
Butler nailing the same chord about
six straight times. Patty Donahue,
on lead vocals, then whines out the
line "a girl's gotta do it " 12 straight
times before the song gets under
way. From here on the song goes
downhill.
This is an album that is filled with
horribly redundant lyrics and mindgrating vocals by Donahue. Side
one 's "Everything"s Wrong If My
Hair Is Wrong" showcases her
whiny West coast style. A couple of
minutes of her on this song is enough ·
to make you want to rip the needle
across that section of the vinyl.
The only redeeming cut on side one

''Throbbing Python
of Love"
Robin Williams
by Luis Gil
Future staff

To record Robin Williams on vinyl
is, to say the least, an injustice. He is
just too visual -a performer to be
regulated to a record.
Although Throbbing Python of
Love, Williams ' new release, is funny
line after line, it loses a lot of what
Williams is brilliant at-improvisation.

After listening to Carlos Santana 's
latest album Havana Moon, it's no
wonder Santana has been ar.o und since the late 60's. There is no doubt that
he is _9ne of rock music's premiere
guitar virtuosos.
Featuring an array of diverse
musicians, Ha'!Jana Moon ' gives
homage to American rhythm and
blues. Santana shows his love and appreciation for R&B with remakes of
"Watch Your Step" and the title cut
"Havana Moon." The first version of
"Tales of Kilimanjaro" (the second
.appears onAebop) is also superior.
Two instrumentals, "Lightnin"
and " Mudbone" are good, crisp Santana originals. Jimmie Vanghan of the
Fabulous Thunderbirds and Booker
T. Jones, formerly of the M.G . 's, mesh
into the music with their accomplished styles. Add to the list the
Tower of Power Horns and Willie
Nelson and you have a pretty impressive list surrounding the Santana
core.

Because the name Heaven 17
makes no sense, this band should
have called themselves "Son of
Human League," since two b the
three group members were with that
dance band in its pre "Don't You
Want Me" days. But while this band
is relatively unknown here. in the
U.S., it has had several of its synthes~ed tunes climb the ch~ts in the
more progressive U.K. This collection on the Arista label, compiled
from its British releases, marks
Heaven 17's first plunge into
stateside waters.
Because 90 percent of the lyrics are
of the throwaway variety, this cannot be considered a great album. For
example, "(We Don't Need This)
Fascist Groove Thang" features a
chorus of "Brothers, sisters, we
don't need that fascist groove
thing," while "Height of the
Fighting" contains a military chant
of "Heat, war, sweat. Heat, war,
sweat," ad infinitum.
But the key here is the sound, or
rather the sounds. While traditional
guitar. and bass lines are nowhere to
be found, the co.llections of squeaks,
Heaven 17, page 8
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Finishing touches put
·oo UCF Theatre complex
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

As workmen put the finishing
touches on UCF's new University
Theatre, Theatre Department Director Dr. Harry W. Smith announced
he is "very happy" . with the $1.2
million renovation of the old Science
Auditorium.
Because renovation was done to an
existing structure, rather than constructing a new building from
scratch, Smith called the year-long
process "long and complicated."
"The stage is not as wide as we
would have liked," Smith said, but
emphasized that "along with the
outstanding support facilities, I
would say the facility, over all, compares very favorably with any fu
town."
.
Those ·support facilities include a

With both the production facilities
and offices now housed in the same
building, Smith hopes to offer a more
complete, professional program. (Until recently, offices were located in the
· large "black box" theatre-a Humanities and Fine Arts building).
multipurpose room used for rehear- In addition to the three full-time
sals, classes, and a wide variety of faculty and two adjuncts, a full-time
student productions; a drafting production· manager will be hired.
room; and scenery and costume Smith said that hopefully the
shops.
changes will attract better qualified,
Perhaps the change most easily more dedicated students to the
reco~able to regular UCF theater theatre program, which currently
goers is the replacement of the old · has about 30 students. Smith added,
auditorium's 10-foot high stage ceil- however, that all students are ining with a 45-foot one, which will vited to participate in all producallow th~ department to stage pro- tions. And while senior theater major
ductions previously not feasible. The Joe Case comments that "it will be
cables needed to make Peter Pan fly, nice to have the space to do things
for example, will be installed shortly, we couldn't do before," he wonders
Smith said.
.
whether the new students will ap·
Besides just making for a more en- preciate the improvements. "If they
. joyable theater experience, the new
never had to deal with the limitations
facilities will help further the univer- of the old Science Auditorium, how
sity's goal of "providing a cultural can they understand how great the
focus for the entire community," new facilities are?"
One person who definitely does apSmith said.
preciate the renovations to the
297-seat auditorium is Smith
' himself. "When the Theatre Department first started in 1969," he
reminisced, "we did shows in a bluestriped tent here on campus. I can
still remember opening night. It was
35-degrees. Both the audience and
the actors nearly froze. And then
just a few months later, we all nearly
suffocated in the unbearable
100-degree heat."
That's a far cry from today's
centrally-heated, centrally-airconditioned University Theatre.

CoIDing Attractions ...

High Fashion: All the luster and
glamour of the world of high
fashion and slick magazine
covers come to the Orange County
Civic Center during "Face of
the 'SO's-1983." This international modeling competition
features supermodel Christle
Brinkley. The show begins at 8
p.m. on June 2. Tickets are $7
and are on sale at the civic
center box office and all area
Select-a-seat ticket outlets.
Cinema: The Loch Haven Arts
Genter presents the film
Woy"eck on May 27 and 28 as
i;;s final feature of the year. This
German film was directed by
Werner Herzog and stars Klaus
Kinski as a soldier involved in .
ll.eep·personal conflict. Admission is $2.
Modern Art: "Figure Studies,"
an exhibition of recent works by
Marie Bahruth, will be featured
in the center gallery of The Pine
Castle Center of the Arts on
May 27 through June 24. For
further details, call 855-7461.

Concert scene
Rock Mongers: Rock Superbowl
XVIII featuring ZZ Top,
Triumph, Sammy Hagar and
Foghat will begin at 3 p.m. on
May 28 at the Tangerine Bowl.
Tickets are $17.50 at the gate.
Rock around the clock: The
Maitland Jewish Community
Center presents a 50's Sock Hop
Dance on June 4 at 8:30 p.m.
Admission is $4 at the door. For
more information, contact Linda
Karp at 831-5363 or Suzy Slyn
at 788-6019.

Shutterbug: Valencia Community College East campus gallery
will feature an exhibition of contemporary photography organized by the University of Arkansas Department of Art and
curated.by Michael Peven. The
exhibition will be from May 31
to June 2a.

Eiieen Samelson/Fulure

The view from th~ stage in the new UCF Theatre. The Drama Department will
present its first play, The Front Page, in November

·v. Rand.Sal~gaver, Attorney

Heaven 1 7 - - - - - - - - f r o m p a g e 7
scratches, pops and whirls makes for
interesting music. Along with
nondescript vocalist Glenn Gregory,
synthesizer whizzes Ian Craig Marsh
and Martyn Ware have created a virtual maze of nojse. But not just any
noise. A highly foot-stompable, head
boppable type of noise that grows on
you.
Best songs here are "Groove
Thang;" "Play to Win," with its

Personal. Injury and Wrongful Deat
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal. Law

perky whistling; the anthem "Let Me
Go," a current MTV staple; and
"Penthouse and Pavement," a funky
dance number duet that features the
vocal talents of Josie Jamea.

Initial consultation
available without char~

If you 're looking for cosmic
statements on the state of mankind,
buy the new Pink Floyd alabum. But
if you're in the mood to boogie down,
pick up Heaven 17.

16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342

THE H AIR SHOP
Precision Style Cµ t $ 7 .00
Full Service Saton

Walk-Ins, Welcome
lOS09 E. Coloni a l Dr.
tWihn Di x it> C e nlt>r)
l 1N IO N PARK

282-1 700
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

................................,,,

•,

Undoubtedly, you'd want your interviewer to be understanding, trusting, sympathetic
and fair. And if he (or she) wasn't, you'd probably feel cheated and dejected.
Well now you know exactly how the teenage~. coming to you for summer jobs, will
feel if tlley're not given their rightful opportunity. They're eager and hard-working, but they
need a chance to prove it.
So if you've got a job to give, give it to a needy teenager. You'll be helping your business,
helping your community and making the most of the most willing work force in America.
After all, how would you feel if you were overlooked just because you were a grownup?

Make the most of your youth.
Call the National Alliance
of Business. 800-424-5404

C00IT@~wru0~cr

TH~ ru\~~~ci'rff r!'ll

OF
THE ADVERTISING COUNOL ~'

PROFESSIONAL RESUM~ DESIGN
Interview skills - training to ensure hiring
Cover letters for professional acceptance
Proficient typing&. word processing services lncludlng term papers and theses
Career assessment testing, scoring and Interpretation
Role playing &. video tape counsellng to practice voice, posture
&. body language
Job placement - fee paid and non-fee paid

Drlando
1£.nsultants. inc.

ORLANDO
857-9110

WINTER PARK
644-3934

l\orrell
.SERVICES, INC.

894-7726

2111 E. Michigan Ave., Suite 126, Orlando, Fl. 32806

AT LAST, A SUMMER JOB
THAT DOESN'T INTERFERE WITH
YOUR SUMMER VACATION.
Whichever days, whichever weeks you prefer to
work, we at Norrell will do our best to accommodate
your summer schedule.
We have temporary positions in many fields. And
they're good jobs, with good pay and good places to
work . .
What's more, you're never obligated to NoITell .
There's no contract to sign. No fee to pay.
So, this summer, if you'd like to spend some time
away from work-and still have some money to
spend-contact Norrell. We'll work you into your
schedule, not ours.

"An Investment In your future."

This ad is for all those who ever wonder
if your United Way gift is really appreciated.

~

•

United Way
Thanks to you. it works. for ALL OF US.
A Public Service ol Thos Newspaper & The Adver losing Council
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there knew where UCF was," be said.
Being around such competition
had Carter intimidated at first, but
when they began the workouts and
he topped his nearest competitor by
45 pounds on the bench press, his
confidence b~gan to bulge.
Throughout the rest of the camp's
drills, Carter said he did "as good or
better" than his competition.
Denver was unpressed .enough
with his performance those three
days to invite him back to the
regular pre-season training camp
· starting on July 12. That camp will
be made up of the Bronco's veteran
players as. well as selected rookies.
They will all be suited up together
and Carter knows that to make .the
squad he's going to have to be in top
physical condition. That is why he's

undertaking a rigorous training
routine at UCF for the next six
weeks.
"In the camp, with full gear with
the yeterans,' you 're ~onna have to
be in top form out there to survive.
You're gonna have to be in ·g reat
shape-you can't be lagging out
there ·or you'll get your clock
cleaned," he said.
Should Carter get cut by Denver in
the camp, employment awaits him in
his next love- police work. He is cur·
rently on reserve duty for the Orange
County Sheriff's Department. He is
guaranteed a job with them should
"he get cut by Denver. Despite the let·
down that being cut by an NFL team
would be, Carter said that he can be
happy in a police career.

Ha~ b e r t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r r o m page 1
Some senators 'might run, or the
senate might follow the precedent
from last summer not to have a Pro
Tempore for the summer.
Possibilities are Kathleen Johnson,
although she is sick now, and Senator
Cindy Spraker. Spraker, even though
she is exceptionP.l, is a freshman.

,.

SALT _AND HYPERTENSION

Mike Carter

. WUCF-'-frompagel

cut sports programming. the area in
which SG money is used.' WUCF's.
Future: Are you still active in "the budget has not . been prepared yet,
Black Student Union?
Fowles said.
Halbert: I try to be, I stop by the
In 1982·!83, the radio station .
meetings to see if I can help, but received 92 percent, or $151,800, from
they're not really active in the sum· the administration to run the station;
mer. My last day as vice president seven percent, or $12,917, from Stud·
wasMay7.
ent Government; and one percent, or
$1,650, from private donations.
Presently the senate has four seats
on the WUCF board of directors, but,
Fowles queried, if the station is not a
student station as Kiser said, why
have student representation? Fowles
said he would "look at this very
strongly" in view of the committee's
decision to cut out. WUCF's budget.
Kiser said that the influence of the
four seats was minimal, so "it doesn't
matter that much" if the senate loses '
_
-'
them.

~,.,...................................................."''''''''''''''''''''''~
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Game Street U.S.A.
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With purchase of $1.00 worth of tokens (8) :
with this coupon only Limit $1.00. . :
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Q'Bert
Tron
Donkey Kong
Galaga
- Moon Patrol

Phoenix
Pole Position
Popeye
Robotron
Donkey Kong Jr.

Zaxxon
Tutankham
Space Duel
lee Hockey
3·D Subroc

Super Pacman
Stargate
Ms. Pacman
Centipede
Scramble

Joust~~

Pacman Plus ·
Time Pilot
Dig Dug
Kangaroo

,;:

· Next time you sit
down for a meal use
only a grain of sal~. Or
better yet, none at all if
you ha:ve hypertension.
~any physicians are
now recommending lowsalt diets for their patients who have high
blood pressure, who are
taking certain medications or who are experiencing other health
problems.
The average adult
takes in approximately
6,000 milligrams of
sodium chloride (salt)
each day. A low-salt diet
usually calls for reducing
this intake by at least
half.
Enough sodium is
naturally present in
foods and water to meet
the needs of practically
everyone and low-salt
foods are more common
than you may think.
Most fnish foods and
vegetables, some breads
and cereals, meat, fish
and poultry all contain
low levels of sodium.
· There are many foods
that are both low in salt
and high in other essential minerals such as
·peaches, oranges, broccoli, potatoes, chicken
and turkey, which all are
high in potassium .. The .
doctors 9f Florida encourage you to ask your
physician for a complete

This is a medical message from the Florida
Medical Association on
behalf of the doctors of
Florida presented as a
public service feature of
thfs newspaper.

,;:

varkon

YOU CAN WAIT YEARS.FOR
A JOB WITH RESPONSIBILITY,
OR YOU CAN GET
RESPONSIBILITY IN THE NAVY
NOW.

served in brine. Certain
salt substitutes are palatable, inexpensive, and
may be used freely by
many people.
It may take some time
to get used to. a low-salt
diet but the blood pressure and overall health
benefits are worth the
effort. And, as your
sense of taste adjusts
you may find that you
. enjoy the flavor of the
foods you e~t more than
you miss the extra salt.

~.
~ ·

Goldenrod Rd~
I
I sun. Ham-~ (Belmont Plaza) 15 A
~
·1~:=~=~2::;n
677-4420
. .
~·
~....,,...................."'.........., ........................................, ..............., ..........,,....., ................,,~
30~2 N~

list of low-salt foods and
you'll find additional
benefits as well.
In general, it's best to
avoid processed, canned
or prepared foods. If
you have high blood
pressure, never eat very
salty foods or foods pre-

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

~RIME
NEGLECT
CAN KILL,mo.

IT IUST TAKES

Abused children are
helpless.
Unless you t)elp.

A LlliLE LONGER.

Write: National Comm1nee tor
Prevention of Child Abuse.
Bo• 2866. Ch1caqo. Ill 60690

50 %OF.F SALE
All 14K GOLD NECKCHAINS ·

A civilian job with responsiblity may take years to obtain,
even with a college degree. But if you meet Navy standards, after four mqnths of Officer Candidate School (OCS)
you can become a Navy officer. And that means lots of
responsibility, a.good salary and fringe benefits, including
travel, post-graduate educational opportunities, 30 days
paid vacation earned annually, plus more.
Navy representatives will be on campus 25-27

May in the Career Planning and Placement Office. Drop by and make an appointment to find
out more about the Navy Challenge or call our
toll free number'

1-800-342-7108.

OFFER GOOD MAY 27 THR U June 17th

Gateway Jewelers
.7426 University Blvd.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
678-4973
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EPICUREAN
Restaurant
American and Mediterranean
Cuisine
Specializing In Greek Fo~
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Excellent Steaks, Seafood and
Wild Game

GOOD.MOVIES: in casual surroundings
GREAT FOOD: Fried Cheese, Chicken Fingers,

Fine Wines
Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Til

Sandwiches, Subs, Pizza, Fruit & Cheese Platter,
Potato Skins, Nachos, & much more!!
Bob Glickman

7900 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando. Fla.

Orchestra.~

-862-4154-

BEER 8r WINE:

Domestic & Imported

Palm Spring~ Center-

East of Altamonte Mall- next to Wolf Camera and
Mademoiselle. Enter by Smugglers on 436.

Regular Admission $1

277-2881
Deadline:
Monday at Noon

eLASSIFIED
QUALITY TYPING. Reasonable/experienced,
all jobs/styles. 1 mi. from UCF. 365-6874
Marti before 7 am/after 5:30 pm.

Female roomie wanted to share 3-bdrm., 2·
bth . Wtr. Park house (located 5 min. from
downtown Wtr. Pk. and 15 min, from UCF) w/
2 other females. Must be nonsmoker, clean,
1969 Fiat· Spyder 50,800 mi., runs and looks fun-loving, and financially responsible.
great, 30mpg, removable hardtop, asking $150/mo. and 1/3 of all bills. 628-3223.
$1 ,600. Call Randy 275-2651.

for sale

1968 LTE> Ford station wagon, air cond ., runs
well, looks nice, make offer. Call 645-5706 .
1978 KAWA 400CC motorcycle 13000 mi.
Runs well needs cosmetics , 60111pg , comes
with sh ield and helmet. For info call after
6pm , Ernest at 6n-4363. $650.

Share 2Bdrm/2Bth house w/male in mid
twenties, close to campus, nonsmoker, Call
834-8787 or 2n-2078.

t------------ -- ---c

for rent

1978 Kawasaki 1000 LTD. Black, .c;issy bar with
rack, King/queen seat, Mags, cruise, high3 bedroom 2 bath apartments and large 2
way pegs, grab-ons, and cover. Garage
kept. 13500 miles excellent condition. $1700 bedroom 2 bath apartments availab le
June and September. Will be brand new
OBO. Call 851-0591 .
units, 3 bedroom units $520, and 2/2 units
$475. Call now in evenings 281-1468.
TOYOTA CORONA. 19n, runs great, looks
nice, 5 speed, tinted windows, $2995, ext.
2417 Barbara .
SAILBOAT, Victoria 18, race or day sail, 1981,
extras, $6550, Sanford 349-5057 eves.
1981 Yamaha Maxim 650cc 7300 miles
Nadaretail $2135 will sacrifice. Call 678·
3629.
Suzuki 1981 GS250 garage kept, like new
4200 mi. with Bell helmet $1250. Call 3656901.
1975 Fiat 128SL $1400 runs good, low gas
mil. 422·0683call after 4:15 pm.

roommates
Female roommate needed to share a very
classy 2Bdrm/1 Bth house 5 min from UCF.
Brand new home available immediately,
share expenses. Call Judy at 671-3112.
Roommate wanted to share 2bdrm/2bath
Condo 1 mile from UCF. Has washer/dryer
and !'T1icrowave. $210 per month, plus 112
utllities. Call Dan at 273-7594 (home) or 8988080 (work).
2 Bdrm , 2 bth townhouse, 1/4 mile from UCF,
nonsmoker and clean, $140/mo 273-0680.

Male or Female wanted, 2 private furnished
·rooms for rent in mobile home on 112 acre .
10min/UCF (Tuskawilla Rd.) 1stR-$175w/ALL
util, 2ndR-$185 w/ALL utll . Call Nancy 671·

TYPING/WORD AROCESSING
Dependable. Accurate. Professidnal. UCF
graouate. Full-time availability. XEROX 850
SYSTEM used .exclusively, gives top quality
letter perfect originals. Improve grades.
Impress employers. Student rates and incentives . Call Now! JUDY'S Business Service
671 -0312.

273-5610
. UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $240-$265
2 Pools, Tennis Courts
On·slte bus svc. to UCF & Colonlal Mall

help wanted
Child care, for 2 girls, 9-1 , no nights, no
housework, Call 629-1215.

Political Science students to work on an
educ. project, benefits, info. call Joe 629·
5797.

Home cleaners needed. Flex. hrs. $3.50/hr.
to start. Call 671-7463, leave name and
n1.:1mber w/answering service .
'suMMER WORK after SUMMER A.
Several positions available beginning June
19th. $310-390 week. lntervi~wing week of
May 30th-June 3rd. Send name, major,
GPA, phone, address to Janet Litton P.O. Box
820 Nashvil!e , TN. 37202.

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round .
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All Fields.
$500- $1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write IJC Box 52-F1 -4 Corona Del Mor, Ca
92625.

6355.
Roommate wanted. $100 mo. util . included, Lk. Mary area, near lake, Please
call 869-0212 if interested.

typists

Share 3Bdrm 2Bath house w/lake, washer,
dishwlsher, cntrl heat/ac. Share $387/mo
rent and half utilities. $175 damage deposit
req'd. 2 mi. from UCF call 275-5190.

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp . Full time . Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes , etc .
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc .,
and editing included . Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.

Female roommate wanted to share 3 bed·. Typist/stenographer research , term papers,
home opp. 10 min. from UCF. $100/mon. resumes . Reasonable rates, Pine Hills area,
and 113 utilities. Call 282·5328.
IBM Selectric II with 7 elements call Denice
299-3173.

RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671 -3007.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correc·
tlon of spelllng , grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, and typing. All work
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
staff, all have college degrees. 24·hr. tur·
naround avail. 671-3007.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
.

Student Rate:
.'50 cents per line

•
services
Fraternities and sororities! Property for
building a custom home In University
Highlands could possibly suit your needs for
a dormitory type facility with large parking
and study areas. Wide variance In options
If interested please contact Mlchael Abdul
281-1468.
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
Center, Inc ., 725 N. Magno li a Ave.
Ava ilable by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
0606; or tol I free 1·800·432-8517

ABORTION SERVICES, b irth control infor·
motion , pregnancy tests and counsel ing.
VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

Gay Community Service of Central Florida
offering legal and medical referral, counComputer word processing, customized seling, hot line with trained members &
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc. · special activities. For Information call THE·
From $1.50/pg . Call Don, 678-3173.
GAYS (843.4297).
Typing service avallable, 11 years ex·
perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.
Expert typing. Expert equipment. Resumes,
dissertations, manuscripts, reports, term
papers, theses, cover letters. Rates vary ac·
cordlngly . Call anytime and leave
message. Darlene Traficante 282-5497. Half
mile from campus.
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: QUICK SERVICE: IBM
PICA OR ELITE: WILL TYPE ANYTHING: CALL
PATSY 275-1709 or 295-4188 close to UCF.

Ji(S
. ~oc
{"' 'frJJ . .

C:Lznic
RESUME/LETTERS
Job hunting? JUDY'S special resume/letter
packet includes 12 each original resumes
and personalized form letters with envelopes . An impressive step in the right
direction. Only. $19.95, a $33.00 value.
Don 't miss out! Call now. JUDY'S Business
Service, 671-0312.

other
ATIN: Country music song writer and hobbyist has 13 new songs seeks lady for inspiration, also singer and guitar player.
Call C.B. 568-2996.
Free kittens 8 wks old, 671-6831after3 pm.

.__----------------4

carpool
TITUSVILLE, on campus from 8-5 daily.
Slightly flexible . Call Jeff, 267-2105.

Individual Confidential Counsellng
Gynecologl.sfs
Speaker Servlci:>

'2233 lEE. RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
Toll Free 800-432-5249
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All Clubs & Organizations

MASS RETREAT RETURNS
The Second Annual Mass Retreat for Leaders of all UCF Clubs and Organizations is scheduled for the weekend of June 24·26, 1983. Once again the
retreat will be held at Lake Wales, Florida and the cost per person will be
very minimal. For more information contact Paul Franzese at 275-2611 by
June 10.

Goals
-Bring campus leaders together and · get to know
each other,
·
- -Identify common problems and work_to solve
them
-Organize and work toward common goals
·(establish a Council of Presidents)
specialized
training ·for
tour
-Provide
organization's needs
-Calendar major events for 1983-1984
-Learn more about ourselves, each other, campus
organizations, and UCF
-Have a great ti me .

.

Have your organization represented!ll
SPONSORED BY: PAC, STUDENT GOVERNMEN(AND STUDENT AFFAIRS

PIZZA AND BEER NIGHT
JUNE 8

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS
JUNE 10 & 12
8:30pm SCA

4:30-6:30pm CAFETERIA
LIVE ITALIAN ENTERTAINMENT

REGULAR DINNER PRICES

NO MOVIE MAY 27 & 29

FAMILY LIFE
IS NO PICN·IC

'0\
(

41

US DEPARTMENT OF HEAi.. TH.
EDUCATION . AND WELFA RE
Publ!c Heal th Service

I

·"

•

..~unless You Plan it That Way
When you want to limit the size of your family or space the time
between your children, family planning can help you decide the
method of contraception that best fits your health and lifestyle.
.
.
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.FOX HUNT LANES

associates

A Townhome Community
YOUR "Home Away From Home"

A Tremendous
Investment
Opeortunity

I B'· II''

We have THE PRICES YOU WANT AND
THE FINANCJN.G YOU NEED!

CDVHfD
ED UH
I!'~~",. T- O"
lo'· O'" S. f;.. 17.

/

FROM $44,000
\

Cd.EAi
I+'·~""

l(DDM
I?'~~·

r-1
I
I
I 121-4

Owner/Occupant financing from 5 3
Investor financing from 103 available

l__J~ICY"LT .

Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat fl~or plan.
i

I
I

HHDDM ·~
I ?' · 4" • 11 '- D•

SALES OFFICE
OPEN
Call (305) 282-4293
or 422-1111 after hours
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506 E. Colonial Or.
Orlando, FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787
Winter Park , FL 32793
(305) 422-1111
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Jog or ride your bike to school we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!

